Lay out the main tent body. If it’s windy, stake corners tautly.

Lay the poles on top of the tent; the REI logo on the hub should point up.

Place the pole with blue tips diagonally across the tent: 1 tip at the tent’s head end, 1 at the foot end.

Set all pole tips into the outer grommets on the 4 corner tabs; raise the tent. Stake corners.

Clip the small metal hook (on top of the tent) into the hub. Hook all tent clips to the poles.

Drape rainfly over the tent so that the orange corner tabs on the fly and tent body align.

Find rip-and-stick wraps on the fly’s underside (located at guyout points). Connect them to the poles.

At each corner tab, slip the fly’s grommet onto the bottom of the pole tip. Tighten all buckles.

Stake down each vestibule loop and pull cord through cleat until taut; wedge cord into the cleat’s slot to “lock” it in place. (See above right.)

Prop open fly’s ceiling vents.

To boost ventilation, unzip the fly near the doors and roll up the fabric. Or, remove the fly.

If the tent body is slack, move pole tips to inner grommets. Increase rainfly tension by tightening buckles. (See center illustration.)

How to use extra guylines in the wind: Tie free end of guyline to a guyout point on the fly. Pull a loop of line out from the line’s plastic tightening. Stake down the loop and slide the tightening toward the fly.
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